HIGH-BANDWIDTH
CONTINUITY
FOR BRANCH
NETWORKING
Enable complex network
management and scalability
for multiple locations

As IoT connectivity
demands rapidly evolve,
the number of network
elements at retail locations
has dramatically increased.
As a result, the complexity
of network installation
and management
requires reliable and
redundant connections
to accommodate higher
bandwidth and maintain
stable and secure highspeed communications.
Your branch network must support a range
of devices, applications and peripherals to
maintain point-of-sale terminals, digital signs
and kiosks, even inventory tracking on a tablet.
Reliable connectivity and business continuity
are critical to sales, productivity and success in
any retail networking environment.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Eliminate downtime and keep all your operations running
smoothly with Digi automated failover systems that maintain
critical networks across high-bandwidth applications. As
growing networks host more applications, service disruption
can have broader consequences. Downtime costs such as lost
sales and productivity add up quickly and negatively impact
brand perception and reputation.

BRING YOUR OWN NETWORK
Deploy primary and failover connectivity to any location quickly and
seamlessly with integrated Digi hardware, zero-touch provisioning and
cloud management. Rapidly expand and add dynamic flexibility for
new branch locations, pop-up stores, stores-within-a-store and digital
signage to meet your customer engagement and growth strategies.
Bring your own network to client or shared sites, and remotely switch
between carriers for backup connectivity. Monitor connections, device
and network health with real-time tracking and alerts across all
locations with Digi Remote Manager® (DRM).

SOFTWARE-DEFINED
HEADQUARTERS/
DATA CENTER

Leveraging the power of the cloud, Software-Defined
WAN (SD-WAN) adds redundancy and lets businesses
scale bandwidth on demand. As operations expand
geographically, employees may no longer be able to
access corporate applications on their local WAN.
Now you can maintain high performance and uptime
across all branch applications with optimized SD-WAN
throughout your network.
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READY TO EVOLVE
As branch and retail network evolve to 5G, Digi
solutions adapt and effectively solve connectivity
challenges in heavy traffic and noisy data
environments. Integrate seamlessly with existing
infrastructure by way of an agile road map for growth
as requirements change over time.
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SUPERCHARGE
SD-WAN

SUPERCHARGE SD-WAN SPEED AND SECURITY WITH DIGI EX15

BUILT-IN SECURITY
Protect your investment and prepare for what’s
next. Secure data and revenue streams, maximize
uptime, monitor the network for identify threats and
leverage smart systems that automatically address
potential issues. Digi products feature a built-in Digi
TrustFence® framework that augments device security
with identity and data protection measures that can
quickly adapt to new and evolving threats.
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Digi EX15 and SD-WAN solutions boost speed, access and reliability across branch
locations to eliminate downtime, simplify deployment and reduce overall cost.
Ensure high performance connectivity and redundancy for all critical applications
and devices with SD-WAN, DRM, optional Wi-Fi, remote out-of-band management
and integrated network security.

Learn more at digi.com
or contact us at 877-912-3444

